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DOUG IS STILL UP FOR THE CHALLENGE
What an exciting Start to the 2019 MotoGP season with a great
race and a little controversy regarding that Ducati winglet.
Congratulations to Cal Crutchlow who secured a place on the
podium and to Triumph who will be powering the Moto2 for the
next 3 years.
Sadly there was one bike missing from the start of the Moto2,
that of our very own Doug. Since the Triumph announcement
Doug put himself forward as a privateer and has been working
furiously to race prepare his Triumph including:
o Modifying the cylinder head with revised inlet and exhaust
ports for optimised gas flow
o Fitting titanium valves and stiffer valve springs for increased
rpm
o Installing a low output race kit alternator for reduced inertia
o Fitting a taller 1st gear ratio
o Fitting a tunable race developed slipper clutch
o Using a specific race ECU
o Revised engine covers for reduced width
o Installing a different sump to allow for improved header run
Having completed everything it came as a blow for him to
receive a note from the tailors in Royston the day before the
race informing him that they simply could not let his leathers out
any further.

Doug is still up for the challenge

Still true to form Doug is not down hearted and still strives to be
on the start line with a nice young lady holding an umbrella over
him with one hand whilst cradling his helmet in the other.

CLUB TORQUE DISCUSSION PAPER – ARE MANUFACTURERS TURNING AWAY FROM
MAKING SUPER SPORTS BIKES AND WILL KAWASAKI BE THE ONLY ONE LEFT?
As recently as a decade ago, 600 cc sport bikes or super sports were the hottest motorcycles in the
world. Novices could graduate to them and they were less expensive and lighter than the growing
hoard of 1000 cc machines. These bikes could chew up corners and conquer the track, but were
“docile” enough to ride on the street.
Then came the 2008 recession which knocked out half of the market. Whilst Kawasaki doesn’t
publish sales figures it is said the brand is still only selling half of what it was ten years ago. Another
hurdle happened in 2017, when all motorcycles had to meet a stricter Euro 4 emissions standard.
That meant more engineering resource needed to be spent on bringing models up to compliance.
Understandably a number of manufacturers didn’t think this was worth doing and suddenly the super
sport class of motorcycle becomes an endangered species.
Also consider the motorcyclist's typical progression, from 125/250cc
to 550/600cc super sport and then whenever your ego (and wallet)
decided you needed it, you'd be ready to skip past the 750-cc
segment and head straight for a 1,000-cc or above. This typical
progression was disrupted around 2010 when 250s grew to become
300s and 400s which developed more power but stayed cheap. At
the same time 1000cc and over bikes become more rider friendly
with anti-lock brakes, traction control, and selectable power-limiting
modes. Suddenly the middle was being squeezed out from the top
and bottom which was another reason manufacturers weren't ready
to put money into updating their super sports machines.
….. manufacturers adapted to Euro 4, motorcycles will have
to meet the stricter Euro 5 emission standard in 2020.
No manufacturer has gone clean-sheet for a total redesign on a 600cc sport bike since Kawasaki and MV Agusta in 2013, and more than
ten years for most of the other manufacturers.
Honda's CBR600RR and Suzuki's GSX-R600 loped along
unchanged for years, and neither manufacturer announced any
plans to upgrade them. Because of Euro 4, Honda pulled the
CBR600RR from the European market in 2017 rather than spend the cash to make it compliant. The
only bikes keeping the 600-cc segment interesting are the MV Agusta F3 675, Yamaha R6, and the
Kawasaki ZX-6R. It looks like Kawasaki, having just updated the bike in 2019 maybe the last
manufacture standing as the others start to head for the door.
However even as manufacturers adapted to Euro 4, motorcycles will have to meet the stricter Euro 5
emission standard in 2020. Kawasaki says it’s close to being compliant, but this maybe the final straw
for a stumbling segment. Trying to get more out of less, more performance and more horsepower out
of less fuel is an engineering challenge that keeps them up at night.”

The super sport's place in history is written and assured. Its place in the future is not. If you want a
new one, get to it while a few holdouts are still putting them in dealerships.
Maybe you have fond memories of these bikes or maybe you think they have become irrelevant so I’ll
leave you to discuss over a drink on club night.

V STROM ENVY SYNDROME
Over the past two years there have been several instances, among Club members, of a strange
affliction, or syndrome, known as “V Strom envy”. The symptoms of this syndrome have been known
to worsen during touring holidays.

Note how the syndrome sufferers remain in position guarding the V Strom.
As the owner of a prime example of this much sought after and often admired motorcycle, I felt that I
must do my part to alleviate the symptoms of this syndrome among Club members.
So it was with a heavy heart I part exchanged the cause of much suffering and bought a new
Kawasaki Z1000SX Performance Touring edition.

I must say that I’m happy to have sacrificed myself in this way but only yesterday I passed the Dental
Laboratory where Ian Dale Molloy works and found myself the victim of “V Strom envy”.
John Gordon

LANDS END VIA ZUMERZET AND WALES AND BACK

Back in
September our
very own Hairy
Bikers, Dave and
Ben, took a road
to trip Lands
end.

They then
traveled up the
West Coast to
meet up with
Steve and Simon
in Somerset.

Post sampling a bit of scrumpy the merry group continued on for an enjoyable three days traveling up
through Wales before heading home.

A lot of the trip was
under the navigation of
Dave and sadly much
of the time it was
raining. Wisely Ben
insisted that we stick to
the main roads. That
said Dave’s Sat Nav
knew better and
insisted the intrepid
team should cross
cattle grids and stick to
the roads with grass
growing up the middle,
much to the
amusement of
everyone.

Such was the weather
that a trip to a hiking
shop was required to
get some extra
waterproof,
waterproofs and visit
the odd coffee shop or
two.

Dave was delighted with his new wet
suit and refused to take it off. He was
seriously thinking of getting the
matching snorkel and flippers

It just goes to show you don’t need to
go to the costa del sol to find clear
sky and a half finished hotel

“Come on Ben I think it’s clearing up
so we can leave the car here today”

NORTON UNDERGROUND
Editor’s note: I thought you might like this article which Greg Evans, a member of the Australian
Ulysses Hills Branch, published in their newsletter. He has written quite a few articles and I do enjoy
reading them. This one particularly struck a chord with me as it was my Dad and his stories of prewar motor cycling that got me onto two wheels in the first place, much to my Mums horror!
In the latter part of 1942 the United States Army Air Corps faced a bit of a problem. And that problem
was maps. Not maps of Japan or Germany, not in this case - they had a problem with Australia's East
Coast and in particular, the Sydney Basin. In the year after the attack on Pearl Harbour by Imperial
Japan huge numbers of American aircraft flooded into Australia to form the squadrons which would
fight in Broome, Darwin, New Guinea, Guadalcanal and further north. These were desperate days
and to the astonishment of the Americans the maps available of Australia were.... well, they were
crap. Existing airfields like Mascot, Hoxton Park, Richmond and a host of others thrown up in
paddocks all over the Sydney Basin were now crowded with aircraft practising dog-fighting, bombing,
reconnaissance, and all the myriad other combat roles which needed good maps. Crews were flying
long range transport missions in C-47 Dakotas and C-46 Commandos, but the maps available were
rubbish. Aircraft and crews were being lost.
So, being Americans, they just fixed the problem. A series of high-flying Lockheed P-38 Lightning
reconnaissance flights were made over large parts of the east coast to photograph key areas and
those photographs were turned into the most wonderful photo mosaics and then into maps for use
by military aircrews both during their training and for their long flights north to join the fighting. If you
google '1943 aerial survey Sydney' or 'http://maps.six.nsw.gov.au/' you can look at these maps and
see Sydney as it was in 1942 when the photographs were taken. I warn you, it will cost you many
hours if you start looking.
And if you look at the suburb of Wahroongah on these photo-maps you can see my grandfather's
house, the only one in Brown's Road, the one he built himself during the Depression. Brown's Road
has now become part of The Comenara Parkway and the old house is still there, at Number 184.
The Comenara Parkway has now become a busy thoroughfare between Turramurra and Pennant
Hills, but in 1942 it was a dead end dirt road in the bush. Pops was for many years the maintenance
engineer at the old Sydney Sanatorium, which became the Sydney Adventist Hospital. He was a
gifted self-taught engineer and in the 1942 photograph I can see the giant mulberry tree we climbed
as children and just next to the tree is his shed, where he tinkered, machined and invented and
made the most exquisite little working model steam engines, powered by methylated spirit burners.
Now, under that house in 1942 and well into my youth twenty years later there was a dusty, dirt floor
garage where a motorcycling drama played out over forty years. That drama revolved around an
ancient but well preserved Norton side valve motor cycle which Pops had ridden in his youth, but
which was by the time of my childhood in the sixties a banned pleasure, forbidden to him by Nanna.
The reason for this ban has been lost to our knowledge, but snippets of information from my father

and my uncle indicate that a fatal accident to a friend may have led to the ban. An alternative story
from Mum had it that the motorcycle accident victims treated in the San had impressed on Nanna
the dangers of motorcycles, leading to the ban. Whatever the cause, the result was that the Norton
pulled a side car for a while (on the theory that this was safer) but by the time I saw it in about 1964
it sat up on a dirt rise under the house, frequently tended with an oily rag and oil can, occasionally
started if Nanna was out, but never ridden on the road. The side car had long since been sold by
the time I was born.
It was a handsome beast, black with golden writing in a sort of Gothic script proudly proclaiming
the maker's name on the flat square tank. The handlebars swept back like cow horns, multiple
brass levers adorned the bars, a gated gear lever with a timber knob sat next to the tank, and a
handsome leather seat sat proud of the frame like a bicycle seat. Pops was particularly keen on
the way the frame tubes were tapered and joined. He would extol the virtues of these features as
he carefully wiped the bike down with oil, attended to the chain, turned the engine over and
administered oil with his ancient 'dimple' engineer's oil can. On the one time I saw it fired up, the
'chuff, chuff, chuff' of the engine and clouds of smoke produced frightened and impressed me and
Pops laughed as I clapped and danced around him as he sat on the bike, working levers of
mysterious purpose. 'Now boy, we're not going to worry Nanna by telling her we started up the old
bike, she has enough to worry about. Let's get it away now before she gets back'. I understood,
and was by then well aware of the need to avoid worrying the women on matters related to
motorcycles. My father and uncles were expert in this sort of considerate behaviour. I would
become so, too.
Once, as we sipped tea and ran tiny steam engines in his little shed surrounded by metho fumes
and the scent of hot metal and the tea boiling in the billy, Pops told me that one day he would ride
the Norton again. He told me stories of pioneer riders who had covered vast distances in the early
years of the century, motorcycles being much better than cars for rough country, you know. And he
explained to me the crucial advantages of the side valve configuration by removing the head of the
Norton with what seemed a few deft moves with a box spanner. 'You can't do that beside the road
with an overhead valve head, you know'. I was a bit deflated when I mentioned this to my Dad, who
said dubiously, 'Yes, but you don't need to with modern engines.'
At some stage in the late sixties, when I was still at the primary school over the road from Pop's
house, disaster struck. Pops had the engine out of the Norton for some reason, probably simply for
the sheer joy of working on it. The frame and engine were standing in the garage when one of those
periodic rubbish pick-ups occurred. Pops was at work and Nanna got the rubbish men to throw the
bike and the engine in the rubbish truck. Poor old Pops was terribly sad about this, but being the
quiet, gentle man that he was he never said much about it.
Many years later as he lay stricken with cancer I visited Pops in the hospice and we talked about
steam engines, billy tea and the little ocean liner model he had built me. This little ship had a working
steam engine below decks to drive her in circles set by a small brass rudder. He was heavily

drugged, but remembered all these things and just briefly his eyes shone. Then, as I got up to go, he
tried to get up to leave with me. I gently lowered him back to his bed and held his hand and he said
'I'll come with you and we'll make some tea and put the engine back in the Norton and get her
going...Quite valuable now, you know'. I agreed that we would do just that, as soon as he was better.
He slipped into sleep and I slipped out, learning the next day that he had died during the night.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Sir
We are a small club, albeit a very merry band of dedicated bikers and at each years AGM the
question of growing our membership and encouraging people to remain a member is generally
discussed. I was therefore interested to read how another motorcycle club has approached the
subject and I think it might prove of interest to the committee.
In the article it was pointed out that every club member had the club insignia tattooed on their person.
When a member decides to leave they are obliged to return any club property they may have
including the tattoo. If the tattoo is not returned the club membership will take action themselves to
retrieve it.
I think this may certainly help not only to retain members but encourage prompt payment of annual
membership fees as well.
Yours sincerely
(Name withheld)

